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Modified cellulose materials (CLE-4, CLE-1, and CLE-0.5) were prepared by cross-linking with epichlorohydrin (EP), where the
products display variable structure, morphology, and thermal stability. Adsorptive probes such as nitrogen gas and phenolic
dyes in aqueous solution reveal that cross-linked cellulose has greater accessible surface area (SA) than native cellulose. The
results also reveal that the SA of cross-linked cellulose increased with greater EP content, except for CLE-0.5. The attenuation of
SA for CLE-0.5 may relate to surface grafting onto cellulose beyond the stoichiometric cellulose and EP ratio since ca. 30% of
the hydroxyl groups of cellulose are accessible for cross-linking reaction due to its tertiary fibril nature. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) results reveal the variable surface roughness and fibre domains of cellulose due to cross-linking. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and 13C NMR spectroscopy indicate that cellulose adopts a one-chain triclinic unit cell structure (P1 space
group) with gauche-trans (gt) and trans-gauche (tg) conformations of the glucosyl linkages and hydroxymethyl groups. The
structural characterization results reveal that cross-linking of cellulose occurs at the amorphous domains. By contrast, the
crystalline domains are preserved according to similar features in the XRD, FTIR, and 13C NMR spectra of cellulose and its
cross-linked forms. This study contributes to an improved understanding of the role of cross-linking of native cellulose in its
structure and functional properties. Cross-linked cellulose has variable surface functionality, structure, and textural properties
that contribute significantly to their unique physicochemical properties over its native form.

1. Introduction

Cellulose is one of the most abundant and renewable bio-
polymers on earth [1, 2]. It is environmentally benign, bio-
degradable, recyclable, and renewable. Notwithstanding the
structural complexity and recalcitrant nature of cellulose,
its relative abundance and low cost have drawn interest to
its alternative and sustainable use as a raw material over
petrochemical-based feedstocks [1–3]. While there are vari-
ous strategies for the synthetic modification of cellulose,
cross-linking is known to alter the physicochemical proper-
ties due to pillaring effects [4, 5]. Previous studies have shown
that the introduction of cross-links within a biopolymer net-
work alters the textural, hydration, and mechanical proper-
ties, along with the chemical stability toward biodegradation
[6–10]. The structure and physicochemical properties of

cross-linked polymers related to adsorption (e.g., morphol-
ogy, thermal stability, solvent swelling, crystallinity, and sur-
face chemistry) differ compared with unmodified (native)
polymers. The enhancement of such properties has led to
diverse industrial and biomedical applications [11], aero-
space and electronics [12], sorbents for wastewater treatment
(decolorization and chelation of pollutants), or extraction of
metals [13] and textile manufacturing [14].

The structure of native cellulose is complex and displays
unique water adsorption and lipophilic surface area that
relate to its complex fibril morphology and the variable acces-
sibility of the hydrophilic groups. The unique hydrophile-
lipophile surface characteristics of cellulose are revealed by
calorimetric results since its known hydration states are char-
acterized by free and nonfreezing/freezable water. In the case
of free water, it is categorized as unbound water in polymers;
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while nonfreezing bound water is strongly bound to the
accessible hydroxyl groups, freezable bound water has weak
interactions with the biopolymer chain. Free water undergoes
similar freezing to normal bulk water (below 0°C according to
the cooling rate) while freezable bound water solidifies well
below the normal freezing point of bulk water.

Cross-linked cellulose (cf. Scheme 1) has been reported
[6, 15–18], where complete cross-linking with epichlorohy-
drin (EP) results in a net loss of one hydroxyl group. In turn,
cross-linking alters the hydrophile-lipophile balance of the
biopolymer and its physicochemical properties. This is
inferred due to changes in the surface functional groups
and their accessibility due to structural modification [17].
As well, cross-linking modifies the textural properties (sur-
face area and pore structure) of biopolymers due to pillaring
effects [18] where the linkers are inferred to serve as bridges
(pillars) between the biopolymer units (cf. Scheme 1). The
textural properties of cellulose and its modified forms are
anticipated to have variable thermodynamics and kinetics
of hydration due to the role of pillaring effects on the biopoly-
mer structure and properties. In an effort to obtain a greater
understanding of the role of pillaring effects for cross-linked
materials, a detailed structural characterization is needed
since sparse studies exist for cellulose materials [19–21].

This study was motivated to address the above knowledge
gaps through a systematic investigation of the structure-
property relationship concerning the role of pillaring effects
and adsorption-based properties [22–24] for cellulose and
its cross-linked forms. Herein, the morphology, structure,
conformation, and thermal stability of cellulose materials
was studied by a range of spectroscopic (FTIR, XRD, SEM,
and solution/solid-state 13C NMR) methods along with ther-
mal analysis. This study highlights several contributions
related to cellulose-modified materials: (i) the development
of a greater understanding of semicrystalline/amorphous
domains of cellulose and cross-linking and (ii) the use of a
multi-instrumental study of cellulose and its cross-linked
forms to develop an improved understanding of pillaring
effects and adsorption-based properties. This study represents
a first example that details the structural characterization of
cellulose and its physicochemical properties (thermal stabil-
ity and hydration) in relation to the role of pillaring effects.
In turn, a greater understanding of the physicochemical
properties of cellulose and its cross-linked forms will advance
the science and technology of such materials. We envisage
that such biopolymer materials can be synthetically engi-
neered for specialized solid phase extraction (SPE) of steroids
or lipids for analytical to biotechnology applications to
address chemical separations in complex media such as urine
to water/alcohol mixtures [7, 25].

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials. Cellulose (medium fibre from cotton linters),
epichlorohydrin (EP), HCl, NaOH, potassium bromide
(KBr), phenolphthalein (phth), p-nitrophenol (PNP), sodium
bicarbonate, deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-d6), and
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([C4Mim]+Cl−) ionic
liquid (IL) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd.

(Oakville, ON). HPLC-grade acetone was obtained from
Fisher Scientific (NJ, USA). All chemicals used were of
ACS grade unless specified and were used as received with-
out further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of Cross-Linked Cellulose. The synthesis of
cross-linked cellulose was modified from a previous report
[6]. In brief, cellulose (2 g) was cross-linked upon dropwise
addition over one minute of EP with heating and stirring in
16mL of 2M NaOH in a 100mL round-bottom flask under
argon gas at 80°C for 3 h. Requisite volumes of EP (ρ = 1 18
g/mL) corresponding to different cellulose to cross-linker
feed ratios (varied from low to high, 4 to 0.5) were used in
Table 1. The reaction was stirred for 12h before neutraliza-
tion with 1M HCl solution. The product was separated from
the supernatant by vacuum filtration and washed with several
generous portions of coldMillipore water, followed by drying
at ca. 50°C. The dry product was exhaustively washed in a
Soxhlet extractor with HPLC-grade acetone for 24h followed
by drying in a vacuum oven at 56°C for 12 h. The material
was ground in a mortar and pestle and isolated using a 40-
mesh sieve.

2.3. Characterization of Cellulose Materials

2.3.1. FTIR Studies. FTIR spectra were obtained using a Bio-
Rad FTS-40 spectrophotometer with powdered samples by
mixing with pure spectroscopic grade KBr in a polymer/
KBr weight ratio of 1 : 10 followed by grinding in a small
mortar and pestle. The diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier
transform (DRIFT) spectra were obtained in reflectance
mode at 295K with a resolution of 4 cm−1 over the 400–
4000 cm−1 spectral range. 16 scans were recorded and cor-
rected relative to a background of pure KBr. Quantification
of the spectral bands was carried out by integration of the
FTIR signatures using OriginPro 2015 software.

2.3.2. Thermogravimetric Analyses (TGA). Thermogravimet-
ric properties of the materials were measured using a Q50
(TA Instruments) operating with a heating rate of 5°C·min−1

up to 500°C with a nitrogen carrier gas. Thermograms were
integrated using OriginPro 2015 software.

2.3.3. Elemental Analyses. Elemental microanalyses were
obtained with a PerkinElmer 2400 CHN Elemental Analyzer.
The combustion oven temperature was set above 925°C while
the reduction oven was held above 640°C. The instrument
was purged with a mixture of pure oxygen and helium gas.
The calibration standard was acetanilide. Elemental analysis
results of samples were obtained in duplicate with an esti-
mated precision of ±0.3%. The degree of substitution and
weight content (%) of EP in the products was estimated from
the CHN results.

2.3.4. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Studies. XRD spectra of the
samples were obtained using a Panalytical Empyrean powder
X-ray diffractometer with monochromatic Co-Kα1 radiation
and an applied voltage (40 kV) with a fixed current (45mA).
Samples were mounted in a horizontal configuration after
evaporation of methanol films, and the XRD patterns were
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measured in continuous mode over a 2θ range (2θ = 7 – 50°)
with a scan rate of 3.2°·min−1. The crystallinity index (CrI)
was calculated from the intensity ratio of the crystalline peak
(I002 − IAM) and total intensity (I002). Unit cell parameters
were obtained using Le Bail refinement fitting based on the
unit cell parameters of cellulose 1α, due to similarity between
the diffraction patterns of cross-linked cellulose materials
and simulated pattern of cellulose 1α [26].

2.3.5. Solid-State 13C NMR Spectroscopy. 13C solid NMR spec-
tra were obtained with a wide-bore (89mm) spectrometer
operating at 8.6T using an Oxford superconducting magnet
system equipped with a 4mm solid probe with cross polari-
zation and magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) operating at
125.55MHz. Acquisition parameters were controlled using
an Avance DRX-360 console and workstation running Top-
Spin 1.3 (Bruker BioSpin Corp; Billerica, MA, USA), along
with standard pulse programs in the TopSpin1.3 software.
Samples were packed in 4mm outer diameter zirconium
oxide rotors capped with TeflonMAS rotor caps. Acquisition
was carried out using MAS with a rotational speed of 5 kHz,
2 s recycle delay, and 750μs cross polarization time. The
spectra were referenced externally to adamantane (δ = 38 6
ppm) as an internal standard.

2.3.6. 13C NMR Spectroscopy in Solution. 13C NMR spec-
troscopy in solution was carried out on a Bruker TopSpin
3.2 (5.0mm PABBO probe) spectrometer operating at
125.55MHz. All solution NMR spectra of the cellulose mate-
rials were obtained in an ionic liquid/DMSO-d6 solvent. The
samples were prepared by use of 1 g of [C4Mim]+Cl− with
heating and stirring at 363K in a 3mL vial for about 5
minutes. Then, 25mg of the cellulose sample was added and
a clear solution was achieved after 20min. DMSO-d6 (80μL)
was added to the IL solution to serve as a deuterium field
lock for the spectral acquisition. NMR spectra were acquired
at 353K, where the chemical shifts (δ) of 13C nuclei were
measured relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS; δ = 0 0 ppm)
as the internal standard. The acquisition parameters were
as follows: spectral width of 7560Hz, acquisition time of
1.48 s, recycle delay of 4 s, and a file size of 22 k data points.

2.3.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The surface mor-
phology of cellulose and its modified forms were studied
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Model JSM-
6010, JEOL/EO). The samples were sputter-coated with gold,
and the images were collected under the following instru-
ment conditions: accelerating voltage 10 kV, 9mm working
distance (WD), magnification 3000x, and spot size 50. The
dimensions of the fibre domains were estimated by use of
ImageJ analysis software.

2.3.8. Nitrogen Adsorption/Desorption Isotherms. The surface
area and pore structure properties were determined by
nitrogen adsorption using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020
(Norcross, GA) system. Briefly, approximately 1.0 g sample
was degassed at the following conditions: an evacuation rate
of 5mmHg·s−1 in the sample chamber to a stable outgas rate
of <10mmHg·min−1. The degassing temperature for the sam-
ples was set at ca. 100°C for 72 h. The instrumental parameters
were calibrated using alumina (Micromeritics). The BET sur-
face area was calculated from the adsorption isotherm profile
using 0.162 nm2 as the surface area for gaseous molecular
nitrogen [27, 28]. The micropore SA was obtained using a
t-plot (de Boer method) [29]. The Barret-Joyner-Halenda
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Scheme 1: Incremental cross-linking (“pillaring”) of the fibril structure of cellulose by variable cross-linking with epichlorohydrin.

Table 1: Synthetic ratios of cellulose and epichlorohydrin (EP) for
cross-linked cellulose.

Reaction conditions CLE-4∗ CLE-1∗ CLE-0.5∗

Weight of EP (g) 0.28∗∗ 1.14∗∗ 2.28∗∗

Moles of EP 0.00303 0.0123 0.0246

Moles of cellulose 0.0123 0.0123 0.0123

Weight of product (g) 1.40 1.54 1.74

Mole ratio (cellulose: EP) 4.05∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗ 0.50∗∗∗

∗Numerical descriptors in the cross-linked polymer refer to the ratio of
moles of cellulose monomer (C6H10O5)n to EP. ∗∗Calculated using a
density value 1.18 g/mL (25°C). ∗∗∗Ratio of cellulose monomer (C6H10O5)n
to EP.
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(BJH) method was used to estimate the pore volume and
pore diameter from the adsorption isotherm profile.

2.3.9. Dye Adsorption Studies. Dye adsorption studies of
p-nitrophenol and phenolphthalein were used to determine
the accessible surface area (SA) and surface accessibility of
the hydroxyl groups of cellulose and its cross-linked forms.
The accessible SA (m2/g) was estimated from the adsorption
of PNP using (1).Qm is the monolayer adsorption capacity of
the adsorbent-dye system at equilibrium (mol/g), obtained
according to (2), N is Avogadro’s number (6.02214×
1023mol−1), σ is the cross-sectional molecular area of the
dye adsorbate (m2), and Y is the coverage factor (Y = 1 for
PNP) [30, 31]. The coverage factor is determined according
to the number of adsorbed layers of dye species at the surface
of a solid adsorbent. The molecular area (σ) is variable, where
it is 52.5Å2 for PNP adsorbed in a coplanar orientation and
25.0Å2 for an orthogonal arrangement relative to a planar
surface [27].

SA = Qm ×N × σ

Y
, 1

Qe =
Co−Ce × V

m
2

Similarly, the accessibility of the hydroxyl groups of the
materials was estimated by the decolorization of phenol-
phthalein (phth) at pH10.5 upon adsorption [32]. A
50mM stock solution of phth in ethanol (66μL) was diluted
in 100mL of sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH10.5) to yield a
33μMaqueous solution. A 7mL aqueous solution containing
phth (33μM) was added to vials containing incremental
weights of the cellulose sample. The mixtures were shaken
for 24 h, centrifuged (Precision Micro-Semi Micro Centri-
cone, Precision Scientific Co.) at 1550 rpm, and the absor-
bance of the supernatant was measured using a double-beam
spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 100) at 295± 0.5K to mon-
itor the absorbance (λmax = 552 nm). All measurements were
carried out in triplicate.

3. Results and Discussion

Previous studies of cross-linked cellulose polymers have been
reported in the open literature [19–21], but there is a limited
understanding of how cross-linking (pillaring) affects the
physicochemical properties of such systems. To investigate
the role of pillaring effects in cellulose, a multi-instrumental
approach was used to evaluate the relationship between
structure and physicochemical properties of cross-linked
cellulose. To this end, several methods were used that include
gas/dye adsorption, TGA, microscopy, and spectroscopy
(SEM, UV-vis, FTIR, and NMR) to address this goal. The
structure and physicochemical properties of cross-linked
cellulose (CLE-X; X = 4, 1, and 0.5) were studied where mate-
rials with greater EP content are denoted by a smaller X indi-
ces (cf. Table 1).

3.1. FTIR Spectroscopy Results. The characterization of func-
tional groups for insoluble cellulose materials in the solid

state was achieved using diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier
transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy. DRIFT spectral signatures
were assigned to chemical bonds or functional groups, [33]
(cf. Table S1 in the Supporting Information (SI)) for
cellulose and its cross-linked forms. The salient spectral
features in Table S1 include a broad band attributed to
intermolecular bonded OH groups (cf. Figure 1(a)) (~3000–
3600 cm−1), C–H stretching (~2800–3000 cm−1), O–H and
C–H bending (~1400–1300 cm−1), and C–O–H and C–O–C
asymmetric stretching (~1000–1200 cm−1). The spectral
signatures of cellulose and its cross-linked forms are highly
overlapped. The band intensities (C–H stretching, C–H
bending, and C–O–H and C–O–C asymmetric stretching)
increase and become sharper as the linker content of the
cellulose material increases, with the exception of CLE-0.5.
The IR results provide support that the hydroxyl group of
cellulose undergo cross-linking with the epoxide ring of EP,
as described in detail elsewhere [34]. The increase in
intensity and greater sharpness of these bands can be
ascribed to pillaring effects of the cellulose fibrils. The
pillaring effects result in a net decrease of one OH group per
EP that undergoes cross-linking. The foregoing is supported
by a previous study on cross-linked chitosan materials [5].

Quantitative analysis of these bands (cf. Figure 1(b))
provides additional supporting evidence that amorphization
of the macromolecular structure of cellulose occurs as the
EP content increases. The variable FTIR band intensity
(1427 cm−1 and 899 cm−1) indicates that the crystallinity
index (CrI) of these materials shows parallel trends to the
XRD and CP-MAS NMR results (cf. Figure 2(a) and
Table S5 in SI) along with other related studies [35–37]. The
amorphous domains of cellulose influences its hydration
properties, as reported in a sorption calorimetry study of
microcrystalline cellulose and milled cellulose [38]. Herein,
it can be inferred that cross-linking of cellulose with EP alters
the hydrogen bonding network of the biopolymer through
pillaring effects, according to the reduced intensity of 13C
solid NMR spectral signatures of the amorphous cellulose
domains. In the case of 13C solid NMR spectra, the spectral
lines for the D-glucose units of the cross-linked cellulose
become sharper with increased EP content. The effect relates
to greater motional dynamics of the cross-linked framework
versus cellulose due to greater crystallinity and extensive
hydrogen bonding of the native biopolymer network [39].

The relative similarity between the IR spectral signatures
of native cellulose and its cross-linked forms indicates that
the basic structural units and the crystalline domains are pre-
served, in agreement with parallel observations for cross-
linked β-cyclodextrin reported elsewhere [40]. The attenua-
tion of IR bands for the cross-linked cellulose are consistent
with the net loss of one –OH group for each cross-link
formed. In cases where excess EP undergoes cross-linking,
as for the CLE-0.5 biopolymer, potential side reactions
between EP and nonreacted pendant epoxy groups occur
(cf. Scheme 1). This may contribute to secondary effects
due to grafting versus cross-linking in the IR spectra [41].
The spectral signatures at about 1037–1200 cm−1 (C–O
stretching and bending) and 2800–3000 cm−1 (C–H stretch-
ing vibrations) provide supporting evidence along with the
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presence of unique 13C NMR lines between 70 and 74ppm
(cf. Figure 2) for the cross-linked reaction products. The var-
iation of the C6 signatures for the spectra in solution of the
cross-linked cellulose strongly support that bonding occurs

at the primary hydroxyl sites (C6-OH) [35–37]. FTIR studies
[35–37] indicate that the IR spectral signatures at about 1037,
1057, 1200, and 1335 cm−1 relate to C–O stretching (C6 and/
or C3), C–O–H in-plane bending at C6, and in-plane bending
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Figure 1: FTIR spectral results for cellulose and its cross-linked polymers: (a) –OH spectral region and (b) C–O peak areas.
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Figure 2: 13C NMR spectra of cellulose and its cross-linked forms: (a) solid 13C CP-MASNMR spectra at 295K and (b) solution NMR spectra
in a IL-DMSO-d6 solution system at 353K where the asterisk (∗) denotes signatures due to the EP linker unit.
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at C2 or C3. An increase in the IR signal intensities of the
bands at 2800–3000 cm−1 confirm the introduction of C-H
groups from EP [41].

3.2. Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) Results. Cross-
linked materials may possess modified thermal stability, as
observed by use of thermal analysis methods [42, 43]. TGA
profiles provide a relative assessment of the thermal stability
since the weight loss profiles versus temperature indicate that
thermal decomposition occurs, especially for structurally
related materials [40, 44, 45]. The TGA results shown in
Table S2 (SI) support that the native and cross-linked
cellulose display thermal decomposition events between 200
and 400°C. The thermal event for pristine cellulose is near
334°C, while the cross-linked cellulose has variable tempera-
ture stability, as follows: CLE-4 (~325.4 and 359.1°C), CLE-1
(~322.6 and 362.4°C), and CLE-0.5 (~310.1 and 341.3°C).

The TGA results indicate that cross-linking of cellulose
results in elevated decomposition temperatures, as compared
to pristine cellulose. Shifts in the thermogram profiles provide
support that cross-linking and surface grafting of EP alter the
thermal stability [6, 18], in accordance with minor changes in
the degree of cellulose crystallinity (vide infra). In Table S2,
thermal events at 359.1°C, 362.4°C, and 341.3°C relate to
the decomposition of the cellulose-EP framework, whereas
the decomposition of the EP component occurs at 325.4°C
(CLE-4), 332.6°C (CLE-1), and 310.1°C (CLE-0.5). The vari-
able thermal stability relates to changes in the heat capacity
due to chemical cross-linking and changes in the textural
properties (SA and pore structure) of cellulose. It may also
be related to the role of surface grafting that contribute
changes in the structure and morphology of cellulose (cf.
Scheme 1). In general, greater thermal stability occurs as the
cross-linker content increases, in agreement with other
cross-linked polysaccharides [6, 18]. An exception is noted
for CLE-0.5 which has a stoichiometric excess of cross-
linker relative to the equivalent number of available hydroxyl
groups of cellulose. As noted above in Section 3.1 and
Scheme 1, the formation of an EP-based oligomer or a surface
grafted form of cellulose provides an account of the observed
effects noted for CLE-0.5 (cf. Scheme S1 in SI). The formation
of an EP oligomer agrees with the lower decomposition tem-
perature of CLE-0.5 and corresponds to a thermal event
observed for an EP-based homopolymer [46].

3.3. Elemental Analysis. Table S3 (SI) lists the results for the
elemental analyses (CHO) of cellulose and its cross-linked
forms, along with the related EP content. The results for EP
(Table S3) are based on its formula weight after accounting
for loss of HCl to enable comparison with the other
cellulose materials. An increase in the C (%) content occurs
at increased cross-linking, in agreement with other studies
for related materials [47, 48]. In Table S3, the identity of
the products varies according to the degree of substitution
(CLE-4: 0.32, CLE-1: 0.33, and CLE-0.5: 0.39) and EP
content: CLE-4: 9.91wt.%, CLE-1: 10.3wt.%, and CLE-0.5:
11.9wt.%. These results are consistent with the trends in
elemental analysis and provide further support that cross-
linking occurs between cellulose and EP for CLE-4 and

CLE-1. By contrast, cross-linking and surface grafting may
occur for CLE-0.5.

3.4. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). Structural changes for cellulose
and its cross-linked forms were studied by XRD. The XRD
results (Figure 3) of cellulose and its cross-linked forms are
shown along with a sample of cellulose that was heat-
treated with 2M NaOH for 3 h. The XRD patterns display
similar features with the following Miller indices, ~16°
(101), ~19° (10i), ~24° (021), ~26° (002), and ~40° (040).
These signatures are characteristic of cellulose I [49] and also
concur with FTIR spectral results. Similar diffraction pat-
terns are noted for each material in Figure 3 that parallel
the FTIR results in Table S1, indicating that the basic
structural units and crystalline domains of cellulose are well
preserved. The refined unit cell parameters in Table S4 (SI)
were calculated on the basis of known unit cell dimensions
of cellulose Iα (a = 6 717, b = 5 962, c = 10 400, and α =
118 08, β = 114 80, and γ = 80 37) which vary slightly from
reported values for Iα [26, 50]. This data supports a one-
chain triclinic unit cell structure (P1 space group) with
glucosyl linkages and hydroxymethyl groups in the gauche-
trans (gt) and trans-gauche (tg) conformations with
dihedral angles of 180° and −60°, respectively [50]. The
XRD spectra of the treated cellulose had a reduced 002
peak with a separation between 101 and 10i relative to
cellulose and its cross-linked forms. This effect may relate
to the greater accessibility of the amorphous domains of
cellulose upon treatment with NaOH, in agreement with
previous reports [37, 51]. These results are consistent with
13C CP-MAS NMR spectral results, where no significant
changes to the crystalline nature of cellulose are noted with
greater cross-linking, in agreement with the CrI index
reported herein (cf. Table S5; 70%, CLE-4: 71.9%, CLE-1:
70.2%, and CLE-0.5: 73.9%), along with a similar study [52].

3.5. Solid- and Solution-State 13C NMR Spectroscopy. 13C
NMR spectroscopy is a valuable structural tool for the study
of interactions of soluble and poorly soluble carbonaceous
materials, especially for structurally complex materials with
short- and long-range order similar to that of semicrystalline
cellulose [40]. NMR studies carried out in the solid state and
in solution provide complementary insight on the molecular
structure, interactions, geometry, and dynamics of cellulose
since the 13C NMR spectral signature reveals information
on its local environment and presence of short-range order/
disorder within the biopolymer network. 13C NMR spectra
obtained in solution yield sharper lines for polymers due to
averaging of anisotropic interactions by fast isotropic molec-
ular tumbling to produce well-defined spectral features.
Figure 2 illustrates the respective 13C solid CP-MAS and
solution-based NMR spectra for cellulose and its cross-
linked forms.

In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the 13C NMR spectra in the solid
state and in solution reveal that the resonance lines of cellu-
lose and its cross-linked forms reside over awell-defined spec-
tral region (62–105 ppm), in agreement with other reports on
cellulose and related polysaccharides [53–55]. The 13C NMR
spectra of cellulose in the solid state and in solution reveal
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spectral features for C6 (~61.1 ppm), C2 (~74.5 ppm), C3
(~75.6 ppm), C5 (~77.4 ppm), C4 (~80.2 ppm), and C1
(~105 ppm), in good agreement with other NMR studies
[54, 55]. The 13C NMR spectral lines for cross-linked cellu-
lose materials show a slight shift versus native cellulose that
indicates changes to the local chemical environment of C2-,
C3-, and C6-OH groups upon cross-linking. The appearance
of new resonance lines from the cross-linker domains con-
firms the covalent linkages between cellulose and EP. There
is further evidence of cross-linking by the variable thermal
events in the TGA profiles, intensity change of 13C solid
NMR spectra due to structure modification of the amor-
phous domains, and the FTIR bands at ~1037–1200 cm−1

that appear upon cross-linking of cellulose. Related NMR
studies for polymers cross-linked with EP reveal new 13C
NMR signatures at 69 to 73 ppm, in agreement with the
NMR results reported herein. The 13C NMR spectral signa-
tures of modified cellulose bear similar structural features
to the polymorphic form of native cellulose (type I) [55, 56]
that concur with XRD results in Figure 3. The 13C NMR spec-
tral results are further supported by a shift of the IR band at
1099 cm−1 assigned to the native polymorphic form (cellu-
lose I). Evidence of changes in the fine structure of the cellu-
lose backbone is also seen in the solution 13C NMR spectra
due to the isotropic conditions of the IL solvent system
(Figure 2(b)). The trends are assigned to pillaring effects of
cellulose due to changes in the motional dynamics of the bio-
polymer network in the solid NMR spectrum (Figure 2(a)).
While the FTIR and SEM results do not show large variation
with the level of cross-linking, evidence of cross-linking and
pillaring effects is noted for cellulose from the NMR spectral
results in Figure 2. The 13C NMR signatures (Figure 2(a))
of cellulose (80 to 92ppm) provide evidence of the crystalline
and amorphous biopolymer domains [55, 57–59], along with
other 13C NMR signatures (δ = 60 – 65 ppm). The sharper
13C NMR bands at ~92ppm and ~65 ppm relate to a crystal-
line domain of cellulose while bands at ~80ppm and
~60 ppm are due to amorphous domains. A comparison of
the 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of microcrystalline and amor-
phous cellulose reveals the absence of C4 (~88 ppm) and C6

(~65 ppm) signatures for amorphous cellulose [55], and this
may relate to differences in the dynamics and the cross-
polarization transfer efficiency due to the morphology of
these different materials. The chemical shift values for the
C6 nuclei agree with the gt- and tg-preferred conformation
of hydroxymethyl groups, where the dihedral angles are
180° and −60°, respectively, in agreement with other reports
and XRD results [60, 61]. Herein, a comparison of the NMR
spectra of cellulose and its cross-linked forms (Figure 2(a))
shows attenuated NMR line intensity (δ = 80 to 84 ppm
and 62 ppm) attributed to 13C NMR spectral signatures for
amorphous cellulose. The NMR results provide supporting
evidence that structural changes occur upon cross-linking
that influence biopolymer solvation that differ uniquely with
native cellulose. The similar crystallinity index estimated by
the XRD results for native cellulose and its cross-linked
forms suggests that the amorphous domains undergo a
cross-linking process while the crystalline domains appear
largely unaffected.

3.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). SEM provides
evidence of the changes in morphology and surface character
of polymers due to cross-linking, as shown by the SEMmicro-
graphs for cellulose and its cross-linked forms (Figures 4(a)–
4(d)). The micrographs reveal variable surface morphology
and fibre structure of cellulose when compared with cross-
linked cellulose. The SEM results for cellulose (Figure 4(a))
show evidence of fibre bundle assemblies with a slightly
roughened surface appearance and attenuated pore structure.
By contrast, the SEM results for cross-linked cellulose
(Figures 4(b)–4(d)) show greater variation in the surface
roughness upon cross-linking. Evidence of fibre bundle dis-
integration is noted by the mesoporous polymer surface in
Figures 4(b)–4(d), as compared with unmodified cellulose.
The loss of fibre structure is further evidenced by the forma-
tion of small individual particulates with variable shape that
appear as semiordered and closely packed structures. A vari-
able fibril structure was observed as the EP content increased,
where an exception was noted for CLE-0.5, in agreement
with the trend in fibre size. The largest identified fibre in
the SEM micrographs (cellulose: 14.5± 0.2μm, CLE-4:
11.3± 0.2μm, CLE-1: 9.6± 0.1μm, and CLE-0.5: 14.4±
0.2μm) along with the variable thermal stability (cf.
Table S2 in SI) provides support for the change in molecular
structure. The SEM image of CLE-0.5 reveals small fibril
strands which appear entangled, as evidenced by the forma-
tion or exposure of new fibril bundles in accordance with
the effects of excess EP and surface grafting of cellulose, as
described in Sections 3.1 to 3.5.

The entanglement may relate to self-reaction via cross-
linking and/or EP surface grafted cellulose species due to
the excess EP cross-linker used in the synthesis, in good
agreement with the lower thermal decomposition tempera-
ture of CLE-0.5 from TGA studies (cf. Table S2 in SI). A com-
parison of the SEM images of cellulose and CLE-0.5 reveals
that such materials have large fibril bundles where individual
strands show slight size variation. Cellulose and CLE-0.5
have larger fibrils (14.4–14.5± 0.2μm) that provide further
evidence of cellulose surface grafting, especially for CLE-0.5
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of cellulose and its cross-linked materials.
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due to the use of an excess linker for its synthesis (cf.
Figure 4).

3.7. Dye-Based and Nitrogen Adsorption Surface Area
Estimates. Dye-based methods for use in solid-solution and
gas adsorption isotherms for solid-gas systems provide com-
plementary characterization of textural (surface area (SA)
and pore structure) properties of materials from isotherm
studies. [62]. However, it should be noted that differences
exist for SA estimates from solid-gas isotherms versus
solid-solution systems using dye-based methods. The differ-
ences may relate to solvent swelling which has been previ-
ously reported for starch and cellulose biopolymers [62, 63].
Estimates of SA for cross-linked polymers from adsorption
isotherm studies were obtained using PNP in aqueous media
and nitrogen gas as the adsorbate probes (Figure 5). The inset
in Figure 5 shows that CLE-1 had the largest SA among the
cellulose materials and was attributed to the optimum stoi-
chiometric synthetic ratio used for the reaction since the sur-
face accessibility of the –OH groups of unmodified cellulose
is about 30%. Among the biopolymers, native cellulose had
the lowest SA based on the dye adsorption method (cf.
Table 2 and inset of Figure 5), in agreement with comple-
mentary results obtained from FTIR, SEM, solution/solid-
state 13C NMR spectroscopy, and phth decolorization. On
the basis of reactions with surface accessible –OH groups at
the amorphous domains of cellulose, EP cross-linking with
cellulose yields materials with variable morphology and tex-
tural properties (cf. Figures 4 and 5 in [39]), in agreement
with studies on EP cross-linked cyclodextrin materials [40].

Gas adsorption/desorption isotherms provide a standard
approach for the characterization of textural properties of
porous materials [28, 62]. The isotherm for CLE-1 with
nitrogen is shown in Figure 5. This system corresponds to a
type II isotherm according to the International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) adsorbent classification
system. The saturation of the monolayer occurs at a lower
relative pressure p/p° ≈ 0 2 while greater adsorption occurs
at p/p > 0 8, in agreement with results for other cross-linked
polysaccharides [5]. The isotherm displays low gas uptake
up to a relative pressure (p/p°) below 0.8, while greater
adsorption occurs for p/p > 0 8 due to adsorption at the grain
boundaries of the material [6]. The BET SA estimate for
CLE-1 is relatively low (1.91m2·g−1), where the average pore
width is about 10.1 nm which is similar to unmodified cellu-
lose (SA = 0 957m2 · g−1). Similar SA values for cellulose and
its cross-linked forms relate to the number (ca. 30%) of acces-
sible –OH groups of cellulose that do not allow for complete
pillaring of the cellulose fibrils. This interpretation is sup-
ported by evidence of crystalline domains and surface graft-
ing in CLE-0.5, where a stoichiometric excess of the EP
cross-linker was used. A similar solvent swelling (%) for
CLE-0.5 and C-EP sonication is listed in Table 2. In the case
of C-EP, greater surface grafting was reported [39] for
sonication-assisted synthesis conditions that further affirm
that cross-linking and surface grafting occur for CLE-0.5.
The apparent SA obtained by the dye-based method and
nitrogen adsorption reveals differences in the estimated
values by each of the two methods which are in accordance

with solvent swelling effects in water, as outlined herein. Var-
iable SA was reported [64] for never-dried and air-dried
commercial softwood cellulose fibres, where it was noted that
the mode of drying of cellulose led to morphological changes
due to collapse of its biopolymer network structure upon loss
of solvent [65].

3.8. Phenolphthalein (phth) Decolorization. Physicochemi-
cal properties such as SA and pore structure contribute
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significantly to the sorption properties of amorphous and
nontemplated porous materials [32, 66]. Cross-linking and
other surface modification [17, 42, 43, 67] alter the textural
properties of polysaccharide materials as revealed by dye
adsorption methods. Dye decolorization results for phth with
cellulose and its cross-linked forms are shown in Figure 6.
The trends reveal that pristine cellulose had the lowest decol-
orization effect on phth, while greater decolorization effects
(ΔAbs) occur for cross-linked cellulose with increased sur-
face accessibility of –OH groups, in agreement with results
for such biopolymers [68]. Thus, the relationship between

the level of cross-linking and surface accessibility of the –
OH groups is supported by the 13C NMR line intensity var-
iation of EP signatures for cross-linked cellulose (cf. Figure 2)
and the IR spectral intensity of the –OH groups (cf.
Figure 1(a)). According to a previous study [69], decoloriza-
tion of phth was related to hydrogen bonding interactions
that result in pKa shifts of the bound dye due to complex for-
mation with the biopolymer –OH groups [68]. The –OH
group surface accessibility of cellulose and steric effects for
its cross-linked forms correlate with ΔAbs, in agreement with
a study of cyclodextrin polymers [70]. The hydroxyl groups
of cellulose have low surface accessibility (ca. 30%) due to
its fibril morphology that results from extensive hydrogen
bonding of the biopolymer network. The role of cross-
linking is hypothesized to result in pillaring of the fibril struc-
ture that changes the textural properties of cross-linked
chitosan relative to the unmodified biopolymer [5]. Cross-
linking is asserted to introduce defects into the hydrogen
bond network that enhance the surface accessibility of the
hydroxyl groups due to pillaring effects (cf. Scheme 1), as
revealed by more effective dye decolorization. Cross-linking
of cellulose with EP results in a net loss of one hydroxyl
group of cellulose for each cross-link formed (cf. Scheme S1
in SI). At elevated levels of cross-linking, the –OH group
surface accessibility of cellulose may reveal steric effects
[32, 68], in agreement with changes in morphology noted
in the SEM results (Figure 4). In general, the dye
adsorption results for cellulose and its cross-linked forms
reveal enhanced adsorption properties due to the greater
binding site accessibility by solvent and dye adsorbates.

3.9. Comparison with Other Cross-Linked Cellulose Polymers.
A comparison of the cross-linked cellulose polymers in this
work with other studies is provided in Table 3. Many poly-
mers were prepared in homogenous media, whereas the

Table 2: Effect of cross-linking on the physicochemical properties of biomaterials.

Material Precursor Qm (mg/g) Dye-based SA (m2/g) N2-based SA (m2/g) Water swelling (%) Reference

Native Cellulose 2.17∗ 4.93∗ 0.957 161 [18, 39]

Cellulose 0.23† This work

CLE-0.5 Cellulose 4.33∗ 9.83∗ NA 215 [18]

CLE-2 Cellulose 17.0∗ 38.6∗ NA 205 [18]

CLE-1 Cellulose NA NA 1.91 NA This work

CLE-4 Cellulose 3.60 8.19 NA 297 [18]

C-EP (heating) Cellulose 1.85† NA 1.18 260 [39]

C-EP (sonication) Cellulose 0.82† NA 0.871 280 [39]

CE-1 Cellulose 72.8∗ NA NA 244 [6]

CE-2 Cellulose 45.2∗ NA NA 205 [6]

CE-3 Cellulose 24.6∗ NA NA 161 [6]

CPL-1 Chitosan 114∗ 124∗ NA NA [33]

CPL-2 Chitosan 43.0∗ 46.7∗ NA NA [33]

CPL-3 Chitosan 29.2∗ 31.6∗ NA NA [33]

∗ denote values obtained with p-nitrophenol (PNP) with Qm values originally reported in mmol/g. † denote values obtained with 2-naphthoxy acetic acid
(NAA). NA: not available.
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Figure 6: Phenolphthalein decolorization in aqueous solution with
variable amounts of cellulose and cross-linked polymers at 295K
and pH10.5.
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polymers in this study were modified under heterogeneous
conditions due to the limited solubility of cellulose in aque-
ous media. In many cases, the structural properties of the
polymers in Table 3 were not extensively characterized, as
compared with the complementary methods reported herein
that included adsorption isotherms, TGA, SEM, and spec-
troscopy (UV-vis, FTIR, and NMR).

4. Conclusions

Cellulose was structurally modified by cross-linking with EP
at variable mole ratios. Structural characterization was car-
ried out in solution and the solid state by various comple-
mentary methods to reveal that cross-linking occurs at the
amorphous versus crystalline domain of cellulose. The claim
that the cross-linking of cellulose occurred at the amorphous
domains is affirmed by similar features in the XRD patterns
and FTIR and 13C NMR spectra of the materials. Gas adsorp-
tion with nitrogen and dye adsorption (PNP and phth) in
aqueous media along with SEM results reveal that cross-
linked cellulose has a unique structure and morphology that
differs relative to that of pristine cellulose. Cross-linking of
cellulose in the amorphous domains led to pillaring effects
of the biopolymer network (cf. Scheme 1). Evidence of the
pillaring of cellulose fibrils was further affirmed by the
improved (up to ≈ 8-fold greater; Figure 6) adsorption prop-
erties of cross-linked versus native cellulose. Pillaring effects
contribute to greater surface accessibility of polar functional
groups (–OH) and active sites that favour adsorption and
hydration properties of the cross-linked biopolymer. A key
outcome of this study concerns the role of the amorphous
domains of cellulose that undergo cross-linking since the
crystalline domains are structurally preserved and do not
appear to undergo any appreciable cross-linking reaction.
This study will contribute favourably to the valorization
and utilization of native cellulose since its synthetic utility
and recalcitrant nature is governed by the relative crystal-
linity (amorphous versus crystalline domains) of the bio-
polymer. By contrast, the physicochemical properties of
cellulose can be tuned via cross-linking of the amorphous
cellulose domains in a controlled fashion, where such mate-
rials may have utility as advanced SPE materials in biotech-
nology for lipid fractionation to environmental remediation
of petrochemicals in aquatic environments and chemical sep-
arations [6, 11, 76].
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